
LINEN SCARFS



LINEN SCARF “RIVIERA”

A wonderfully light linen scarf with soft texture -
linen scarf “Riviera“ is a perfect warm season ac-
cessory. Made out of 100% natural or colored linen
this scarf will protect sensitive from sun and wind.
The Riviera is made from stonewashed, eco-friend-
ly linen and suitable for everyone. Linen scarfs are
preshrunk in the manufacturing process to stop
shrinkage.

The Riviera scarfs are finished with fringe, but sim-
ple hem finish is available upon request.

Fabric weight: 0,085 kg/m2

Composition: 100% linen
Sizes available for scarfs with fringes:
72 x 210 + 2 cm

Sizes available with simple hem:
72 x 210 cm

More colors available:

Light green - SC/R6/A1(F)

Off-white - SC/R1/A1(F)

Light grey - SC/R3/A1(F)

Peach - SC/R4/A1(F)

Vanilla - SC/R2/A1(F)

Burgundy - SC/R7/A1(F)

Off-white - SCR1A1F

Milk - SC/R21/A1(F)

Coral - SC/R13/A1(F)

Bubble gum - SC/R14/A1(F)

Berry wine - SC/R17/A1(F)

Pale rose - SC/R18/A1(F)

Night river - SC/R19/A1(F)

Turquoise green - SC/R15/A1(F)

Stone grey - SC/R16/A1(F)

Dusty grey - SC/R20/A1(F)
Copper - SC/R8/A1(F)

Brandy wine - SC/R11/A1(F)

Copper - SC/R22/A1(F)

Storm cloud - SC/R12/A1(F)

black - SC/R9/A1(F)

Dark blue - SC/R10/A1(F)

Bubble gum - SC/R14/1F

Dark blue - SC/R10/A1F Light grey - SCR11A1F

Light lilac - SC/R5/A1(F)



SHEER SCARF WITH CHECK PATTERN

Made out of 100% white and colored linen this
scarf will protect sensitive from sun and wind.
It is made from stonewashed, eco-friendly linen
and suitable for everyone. Linen scarfs are
preshrunk in the manufacturing process to stop
shrinkage.

The scarf is finished with fringe, but simple hem
is available upon request.

Composition: 100% linen
Sizes available for scarfs with fringes:
72 x 210 + 2 cm

Sizes available with simple hem:
72 x 210 cm

SHEER MELANGE SCARF

Made out of 100% colored linen. It is made from stonewashed, eco-friendly
linen and suitable for everyone. Linen scarfs are preshrunk in the
manufacturing process to stop shrinkage.

The scarf is finished with fringe,
but simple hem is available upon request.

Composition: 100% linen
Sizes available for scarfs with fringes:
72 x 210 + 2 cm

Sizes available with simple hem:
72 x 210 cm



Pink - HMN/129/F Green - HMN/146/F

Blue - HMN/137/F Natural- HMN/N/F

Black - HMN/Black/F



CARE GUIDE

30

Machine
washable

at 30°

No need to
iron unless
preferred

Tumble dry
at low heat

Do not
dry clean

Do not
bleach

Linen can be washed in a washing machine. Make sure that the other items

in the washing machine are similar coloured to your linen items. Don’t bleach

your linen item.

You may tumble dry on low heat to help loosen the wrinkles. Hang your linen

on a hanger or lay flat to fully dry. Do not wring item, instead roll it in a towel

to remove moisture.

GET IN TOUCH
We would love to hear from you

VISIT US

UAB LINO TAKAS
Lentpjuves 14 H,
LT-90117 Plunge

Lithuania

WHOLESALE
INQUIRIES

+370 687 57078
daiva@linotakas.com

GENERAL
INQUIRIES

+370 605 15350
info@linotakas.com

WWW.LINENBOUTIQUE.EU


